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From the Water’s Edge

I love this analogy. We should have all of our
lives visible for all to see.

But there is also something else true here. If we
are to live lives that everyone can see that means we
are also called to be a vulnerable people. Letting
people see all of us, not just the bits we feel are
“good enough” for the world.

We need to be open, totally with God and with
each other. I know this can be scary at times, but 2
Corinthians 12:9 says that, “My grace is sufficient
for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.”
 It’s only in our weakness will we know and see
the sufficiency of God’s grace, a grace that needs to
be seen not only by ourselves but the world needs
to see that perfect grace too.

We aren’t perfect, we will get things wrong. None
of our lives are perfect and when we live in the light
and vulnerably that will be seen by others, but
people will also see God’s perfect grace in our lives.
 His restoration. His love. His care. His
forgiveness and His fullness that is only seen in our
weakness.
 Let’s live lives of light that show everyone who we
are knowing that God is enough for each of us.

Pastor Steve
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Pastor Steve

Many of the articles in this issue were written by Pastor Steve
before he went into hospital.

I am very interested in railways both old and new.
Reading a book  about one of the early engineers, Isambard Kingdom

Brunnel, I felt led to share an amazing story of how he used light.

In Matthew 5:14-16 Jesus tells us to be light in the world.

HIS LIGHT

This issue also has the first of a new series about Bewdley's History.
Both Bewdley Museum and Bewdley Historical Research Group

have guided me in writing this series.

Churches in this area use Bewdley Museum’s facilities
as you can see on pages  14, 15 and 16.

Les the Ed

A Medieval Question.
When princes and princesses were betrothed by their parents an amazing

conundrum occurred because of the possibility of the ages.
For example if the princess was only 5 and the prince 25 when they were

betrothed the prince was 5 time older than the princess.
Five years later the princess would be 10 years old and the prince would be 30.

He then be 3 times older than the princess.
10 years later the princess would be 20 and the prince 40.

Now he is 2 times older.
Therefore how many years would it be before they were both the same age?
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I felt God bring these words to mind very clearly:
 These words are defined in the dictionary as follows:

Enlarge – expand, grow larger, reproduce on a larger scale
Increase – make greater, increase intensity and growth
Capacity – ability to contain or deal with something or receive or hold. It also refers to

mental capacity or physical power.
Our capacity levels are crucial to enlargement and increase. As I thought about

enlarge, increase and capacity this familiar passage from Isaiah 54:2-3 came to mind.

Enlarge the place of your tent.
Stretch your tent curtains wide do not hold back,

Lengthen your cords,
Strengthen your stakes,

For you will spread out to the right and the left.

As I thought about this verse, I thought about the fact the guy rope, the cords, and the
stakes support the structure of the tent. We need the stability, support and security which
God provides.

I had a sense of God wanting to enlarge our vision and as we give him room. We will
see Him work in power. The Lord desires our company under a larger tent.

Continuing with the theme of the Tent, I felt God wants us to increase the amount of
time we spend with him. I was reminded of the Tent of Meeting where Moses met with
God. In Exodus 32:7-11 we are told that Moses would go into the Tent to meet with God.

 The Tent was pitched outside the main camp so Moses could meet with God alone.
Moses called it the Tent of Meeting. In verse 11 it says that the Lord would speak to Moses,
face to face, as a man speaks with his friend.

See Ephesians 3:14-21 which refers to God being able to do immeasurably more than
all we ask or imagine, according to His power that is at work within us. Paul’s prayer is
that we be strengthened with power through the Holy Spirit in our inner beings and being
filled to the measure of all the fullness of God. This comes as we seek to spend time with
God and to focus on Him and who He is.

So, to conclude, I feel these three words that God has brought to my mind;
Enlarge, Increase and Capacity relate to the amount of time we spend with God.
He wants us to enlarge our “tent of meeting” with Him and as we spend more quality

time with Him, He will increase our capacity and we will experience Him working more
powerfully in us and around us.

Angela Geere
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 He was responsible for the construction and building of the
railway line from  London  to Bath and later onto Bristol in the 1830s
ensuring where possible the track bed was level as possible.

Between Reading and Twyford there is a hill
and he created a cutting over a mile long and 60
feet (over 18 metres) deep. The men who dug
out the cutting were called Navvies.

Navvy is a shorter form of navigator or
navigational engineer applied to describe the
manual labourers working on major civil
engineering projects.

The name Navvy was coined in the late 18th
century in great Britain when numerous canals were built which were sometimes known as
‘navigations’ or ‘eternal ‘navigations’, intended to last forever.

He was making a straight path from London to Bath?
  In this context we are all Navvies,

making straight the eternal highway for God and Kingdom.

A voice of one calling in the desert,
‘Prepare the way of the Lord, make straight paths for Him.’

Matt.3.3

When Brunel reached Chippenham in Wiltshire he had a
serious problem, the city of Bath was on the other side of

Box Hill so he set about building the famous
Box Hill Tunnel.

To meet his plans it had to be perfectly straight.
Brunel ensured, the navvies set in line a series of

candles down the centre of the tunnel.

Isambard Kingdom Brunel
was an English mechanical engineer who in the 19th century built
dockyards, the Great Western Railway (GWR), the first propeller-

driven transatlantic steamship
and numerous important bridges and tunnels.

His designs revolutionised public transport and modern engineering.

He also had the tunnel built from both ends and when they met,
the tunnel was so straight they were only 5 cms (2 inches)  out of alignment!
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Shining the Light
  A picture of me in the dark holding a torch which I switch on to shine the way.  It is
unlikely that I would turn it off and hide it just as people approach me so they would
stumble in the dark!  It is more probable that I would shine the torch for them and
assist them in finding their way to safety.

  I am privileged to know the way to Jesus and I should allow His light to shine through
me so that others may see it and know the way too. I must never hold back from
telling them about Him.

“You are the light of the world.  A city on a hill cannot be hidden.
Neither do people light a lamp and put it under a bowl.

Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house.
In the same way, let your light shine before men,

that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven.”
(Matthew 5:14-16)

Josie Edwards

How well do you know your Bible?

1. Who was the first person from the province of Asia
to become a follower of Christ?

2. At the time when all the men of Judah stood with their little ones,
wives, and children something happened.

The Spirit of the Lord came upon one of the men standing there.
What was his name?

The answers will be in the next From the Water’s Edge.
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God thank you that you sent Jesus Christ to be an example of what your light
in the world looks like. Please help us to be the same light to the people around us.
We want to shine our light and not yours. Please lead me in this today. Amen.

God, thank you that you don’t gloat when I get it wrong, or tell me, “ told you
so!” Thank you that when I turn to you and away from my sin you greet me, forgive
me and hold me. Please Lord, I repent of my sin today, show me your love and light.
Amen.

God, thank you that your strength is enough for me. Thank you that when life
is hard you keep my lamp burning bright, that no matter what I face your light is
always available to me. Please Lord, keep me in your light today. Amen
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God, thank you that you have given us the gift of the Bible, your living Word. Thank
you for it’ wisdom and guidance. Please Lord, keep speaking to us and guiding us
through your word.

Lord, forgive me for when I have thought more of myself than others. Please
help me to shine your light before others today and lead me in sharing you in word
and deed. Amen

Lord, thank you for saving me but also being my light. Thank you that I do not
have to fear the darkness as your light is always with me. Amen.

God, forgive me for allowing darkness into my life by what I may be
watching/seeing/reading. Please remove the darkness from my soul and fill me with
your light again. Amen.
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With thanks to Bewdley Museum and
Bewdley Historical Research Group for
their assistance and encouragement.

Part 1- Bewdley’s Beginnings

Bewdley’s history dates back to Saxon times. The earliest settlement in the area
is referred to in the ‘Domesday Book’ as ‘Guerbehale’, now known as Wribbenhall
located where a pedestrian track and packhorse route forded the River Severn.
Another settlement grew up on the opposite side of the river above the flood plain.

The name Bewdley is thought to have derived from the French speaking Normans
who called it ‘Beau-lieu’, beautiful place. Bewdley’s position next to the natural
resources of the River Severn and the Wyre Forest was significant in its growth as a
trading port and for the development of its crafts and industries.

There is evidence of an earlier Iron Age settlement at Blackstone to the south of
Bewdley. The people of this community farmed the land and traded with other
communities around Bewdley.

Bewdley gained considerable importance in 1472
when Edward IV granted the town a
Borough Charter and Coat of Arms.

This was in gratitude for the support the townsmen
gave at the Battle of Tewkesbury during

the War of the Roses.

 The Charter granted Bewdley’s independence from the crown and the right to
form a local government with many privileges including

special market licences and freedom from tolls.
Bewdley’s Coat of Arms

Anchor - signifies the town’s importance as a river port.
Sword - commemorates the bravery of Bewdley archers

who fought at the Battle of Tewkesbury.
Rose - indicates the town’s connection with Edward IV

who was a Yorkist.
Closed fetterlock - a personal badge worn by Edward IV’s soldiers

in battle.
The Motto - pro deo rege grege -  For God, King and People.

Bewdley’s History
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Civil War

England was involved in a Civil War between 1642 and 1651. People were forced
to take sides in the conflict and many families and friends were divided. Although
Bewdley’s people were Royalist supporters, there were a few men who fought for the
Parliamentary cause.

After conflicts with Parliament, Charles I had been forced to leave London and
fight in battles around the country. He stayed at Tickenhill Manor for three nights in
1644 and from here issued orders to his nephew Prince Rupert which resulted in the
defeat of Royalist troops at the battle of Marston Moor.

After a series of disastrous defeats Charles surrendered a year later.

The painting to the left is by
Edward Days.

It shows the town’s old bridge built in
1483. The toll collector lived in the gatehouse

on the bridge which also contained
the town’s prison cells.

Over the years the bridge became
damaged by the River Severn flooding and had

to be repaired with timber.

The bridge was an important strategic post in the Civil War and along with
Tinkers Gate, Welch Gate and Dog Lane Gate

formed the defences to the garrison town.

The town’s prosperity reached it’s peak in the 17th and 18th century.
 It’s wealth is reflected in the fine Georgian buildings which may be seen in Load
Street and High Street. The George Hotel in Load Street catered for a rapid rise in coach
travel, providing food and rest for coachmen and passengers and stabling for the horses.
 However the growth of the canal and rail network in the 19th century had a severe
impact on trading and the town’s development.
 The town has changed very little since the
18th century. Many buildings now have listed
status, helping preserve the character of the
town and ensuring it’s continued popularity with
visitors.

Our Dog Lane premises was originally
the George Hotel’s Stables.
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That was my reaction to a wonderful day out I had with Val at the Dementia Jubilee
Garden Party. All thanks to Lizzie Edwards and her team of helpers and to Jenny Sherwood
for making her lovely garden and home available to us all.

We met up with old friends and new and the ‘guests of honour’ were all gifted a
beautiful crown. Food a plenty was served to us. Sandwiches with the crusts cut off as I
said ‘fit for a queen’. Lovely fruit on cocktail sticks dipped in chocolate and homemade
cake of every colour and deliciousness. Tea, coffee and cold drinks were in plentiful
supply.

‘Pin the diamond on the crown’ was enjoyed by us all and won I believe by a lady
called Marlene. Pass the parcel, a sing song and a toast to the queen followed by the
national anthem rounded off a fantastic afternoon.

Oh and to ‘crown’ it all we had our very own fly past. I understand it was a Lancaster
Bomber that flew right over Jenny’s garden. I saw the whites of the pilots eyes it was so
low!!

Thank you on behalf of all of us who were privileged to have been invited. There was
the constant buzz of chatter and laughter and we had the lovely Sarah to keep us all
young at heart. I’m sure everyone went home feeling as I did that we had celebrated the
Queens Platinum Jubilee in some style.

Liz Craven.

A Royal Banquet

Fit for a Queen!
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 ‘

In these two years we have seen people served with the love of Christ. We’ve
seen more people in the community of Bewdley prayed for than we have seen in
many years. We have had the opportunity to share the gospel and love of Christ
with more people and in a relational way than we thought possible when Liz and I
first moved to Riverside. We’ve built up relationships with people and businesses in
Bewdley in a new and fresh way. Many people who either had no opinion or a
negative opinion of both Riverside and Jesus now have the opinion and knowledge
that we both love and care for them . This has been incredible.

This is based upon Ephesians 3:20-21 which says that God will do
immeasurably more than we could possibly imagine. Over two years when we have
lived through a pandemic and two floods that has made the national press Just
Love @ Clementines has continued to not only do business, but flourish and grow
and bring love and community to people at a time when this was thought to be
impossible. That’s what holding onto and stepping into God’s vision can do!

 It has involved hard work and graft and we’ve
only been able to do this because of the people who have served in the coffee shop.
People like Gerry and Derek Mills, Claire and Scott Beadle, Phil Read. Phil and
Debbie Beadle, Nicki McC, Jeff and Esther Greaves, Bernadette, Jaqueline
Aldridge, Andy Dowling, Sue Scott, Mary Prior, Tony and Sheila Rowles and many
more (I’m so sorry if I haven’t named you here) have all served diligently and
brilliantly to serve and love the people of Bewdley. Our cooks have been brilliant
and I must mention Merle Balcon who only recently joined the team but has been
absolutely amazing in the kitchen! Jo Stevenson as well has been running the
social media for us and taking photos of the coffee shop for it and has done
amazing. 

Just Love @ Clementines

Continuation of letter on next 2 pages
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 – Riverside’s treasurer has also done some incredible work on
accounting for the ministry too and we owe John so much thanks for all he has
done and in answering all our financial queries with speed and in a language I
understand!!! We owe him lots of thanks too.

But God works in seasons, and after two years of living in this season with the
coffee shop we believe God is closing this door and walking us into a new chapter of
mission. 

 God has provided financially for this coffee shop and we
really have seen the miracle of provision in keeping this open and running during
an unprecedented time for businesses everywhere. But with rising utility costs
beyond what we imagined, having to pay 20% VAT from this point onwards (as the
business ran so well) the time has come where we don’t see that the coffee shop
would be able to stand on its own two feet financially and instead of eating into the
churches giving we believe God is calling us to move into the next venture from
this.

 The heart behind this was to run more than a coffee shop
but to run a ministry whereby people are not only served, but loved, cared for,
listened to and talked with. To do this and run the business requires people.

God has provided so many willing volunteers on this journey and we have been
blessed to be able to have 6 kick start young people over the last 12 months.
 However, the kick start scheme is now coming to an end and with no more
volunteers able to serve we simply don’t have the physical bodies to provide the
loving ministry we believed God called this to be.

Since the lock down many people have re-evaluated their lives and priorities
and the church all over the country, including Riverside, has seen  numbers of
volunteers drop. This is the season the church nationally is in. We believe that God
is shutting the door to further work through this ministry at this time as we don’t
have the numbers of people to make sure this is the effective ministry for Bewdley
we feel it could be.

Just Love @ Clementines
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 We believe this ministry is the
first step in the BIGGER vision God has for us at Riverside. Undoubtedly we have
seen immeasurably more than we could have imagined in these two years but we
believe that God is calling us onto more, into the next chapter. What this is right
now, we don’t know, as we believe God wants us to finish this chapter well before
leading us into the next one.

God has done so much and whilst it is sad to see one
chapter come to an end, this is simply a step into what God has for us next. If He
can do what He has done in two years during a pandemic through this ministry I
cannot wait for what God will do next.

I just want to say a massive thank you to all the volunteers who made
this happen, but especially to Gerry Mills, Claire Beadle and Liz Robinson. Without
those three working as diligently and above and beyond what we all thought it
would be I don’t think we would be seeing the kingdom fruit we are now.

 as we enter into
the last pages of this chapter. Join me in showing them thanks and appreciation
for all they have done, and finally join us in praying for the next chapter and
season for us at Riverside. We MUST be a church that keeps reaching with
compassion and we will. But we will always be led by God on this. Join us in
seeking God and continuing to step into all He has for us.

Steve

Just Love @ Clementines

A husband and his wife went out to have dinner at a fancy restaurant.
As the dinner was being served the husband said: “The food look’s great, let’s eat.”

His wife replied; “Honey you always say a prayer before eating at home.”
He replied: “That's at home, sweetie. I'm sure the chef here knows how to cook”.
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“Oh, it’s all that modern stuff!”

From Ash Wednesday to Easter, the more formal churches observe Lent
as a time of focus and thought about what we commemorate on Good
Friday, Silent Saturday (as it is traditionally known) and Easter Sunday.

People from the churches in Bewdley, co-ordinated by Jim Ineson, have
been working together for about 10 years to make something creative happen in the town
around Easter every year.

This year, delayed by 3 years thanks to Covid after originally being suggested by Nigel
Tween, an exhibition and a series of events around the Methodist Modern Art Collection
ran throughout the Lent season. There were Sunday evening services at several churches
including Riverside, and there were midweek talks and workshops looking at some of the
artwork and their subjects. The majority of the work chosen for the exhibition told the
Easter story.

I confess I wasn’t completely clear on how effectively this was going to present the
Easter message to our community, but I volunteered to steward the artworks while they
were exhibited to the public in a gallery at Bewdley Museum.

I got a major surprise! The number of people who came (approximately 2,200), and
the huge range of conversations I had with people about how the artwork got them
thinking, showed that this was a great way to engage people with the message and
meaning of Easter. There was genuine openness and interest from those who came
through the door.

Most people (including the person whose comment is the title of this piece) came in
saying, “I never knew this collection existed!” so there was always an opening for
conversation, but the artwork itself was just as effective.

Discussion subjects ranged from what was happening in the picture, or why it had
been painted in a particular way to wondering what something was meant to represent or
simply which one was someone’s favourite. All these questions, and many others, easily
led on to talking about Jesus as the main character in most of the paintings.

Methodist Modern Art Collection
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Comments in the Visitors’ Book included:

‘The Washing of the Feet has moved me to tears’.

‘In these troubled times such works provide consolation - what wonderful foresight to
amass this collection’.

‘A feeling of being held by the Christian narrative in this intimate space’.

‘During this time of commercial Easter indulgence this is perfect for Maundy Thursday
and Holy Week - gave me goose bumps'.

‘How lucky Bewdley is to have such a wonderful exhibition’.

‘A spiritual journey; thank you Bewdley for allowing this opportunity to witness such
power to lead our thoughts to Easter’.

Here are a couple of the images

“The Washing of the Feet” and “The Empty Tomb”.
Search for “Methodist Modern Art Collection” to see them all.

Tim Scarborough

Methodist Modern Art Collection
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We met at 2 pm with other

Bewdley churches in Jubilee

Gardens for a 1 hour service with

Songs of Praise, Scriptures and

Prayers.

This was followed by many walking up to the  3 crosses on the hill

overlooking Bewdley with a short service of remembrance at 3.30 pm

Tea for Two
When I visited my sister the other week,

my eight-year-old niece Hayley was telling me how she had recently gained
her homemaker badge in the Brownies.

She was now able to make a cup of tea all by herself,
and off she went into the kitchen

A few minutes later she returned with two cups of tea for my sister an me.

“That was lovely”, Tina declared after we had finished,
“You found some milk then? I didn't think we had any”.

“It was all right Mummy” Hayley replied,
“There were some left over in the cat’s dish.”

Seeing our horrified faces added, “He didn’t mind, honestly.”
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The Reason Japanese Train Drivers Point At
Everything.

It’s Concentration.

There's a good reason for it and a
practice designed to help prevent
accidents by making sure drivers are
aware of potential hazards.

It's called 'shisa kanko' or ' Pointing
and Calling' and it's used by everyone
from train drivers to airline pilots.

In the UK when riding on public
transport you’ve probably noticed how
bus drivers often wave at each other as
they pass.

In Japan however, things are a bit
different, with footage from inside the
driver cabins of bullet trains always
seeming to show the drivers pointing at
pretty much everything they come across
on their journey. At the same time they
appears to be saying something

There’s a good reason for it as the
practice is actually designed to help
prevent accidents by making sure drivers
are aware of potential hazards.

Pointing and Calling was first
developed by a Japanese  steam train
driver named Yasoichi Hori way back in
1913.

Worried he was beginning to lose his
sight, Hori started calling out signs and
objects as he approached them, to let
the firemen riding along with him know
he’d seen them. The firemen would then
call back to confirm, helping Hori to
avoid making mistakes. Soon, other
drivers began following his example as it
helped them stay vigilant during their
shifts, and a safety system was born. It is
now a standard practise in Japan.

The combination of pointing and calling
has reduced mistakes
by almost 85 percent.

Some companies use only pointing, or
only calling, but the technique is most

effective when combined.

The Japanese pointing (concentration) and  calling (exhorting) is a reminder of
Paul’s letter in 1 Timothy 4:13.

‘Until I arrive, give your full concentration to the public reading of Scripture,
to exhorting, and to teaching.’

  Reading God’s word is essential.
Some find they prefer to do it alone and in silence as they can concentrate without

background noise. Others prefer reading God’s word out loud, exhorting the word of the
Lord to others and themselves.
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Bamboo
Though (we) may stumble,

(we) will not fall. Psalm 37:24
In the early, harrowing days of the

global corona virus pandemic, Dr.Craig
Smith posted a note to his hospital
colleagues every day. In one memo,

after outlining their dire reality - the
skyrocketing cases, the impending need
for ventilators and ICU rooms, he closed

with a powerful image.

A forest of bamboo bends to the
ground in a typhoon but rarely breaks.

We are that forest and we must not
break.”

 There are critical moments -
tragedy, heartache, sickness, financial
loss, family disintegration, national
catastrophe - when we must gather our
wits, steady our courage and refuse to
surrender. We face the impossible
challenge, and we know that we must
not break.

Yet we also know that if we’re left
only to our own strength and resources,
we’re doomed. If we’re to hold fast, we
need God to help us. Thankfully, as we
surrender our future to God and fix our
hope in Him, we discover how “The
Lord make firm (our) steps” (Psalm
37:23) We discover that even though we
may “stumble, (we) will not fall, for
the LORD  upholds (us) with his hand”
(v24)

Our resilience rests not on our
vigour, effectiveness or tenacity but in
knowing that our God is with us. He
upholds us and we trust that in Him we
will not break.

© Our Daily Bread

A married couple in their 60’s was visited by a fairy
who grants them both a wish.

“I want to travel round the world with my darling husband” said the wife.
Two tickets magically appeared in her hand.

The husband said
“I’m sorry but I wish to have a wife 30 years younger than me”.

The fairy waved her wand and the husband became 92.

The moral of this story is - ‘Don’t forget fairies' are female!
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The REASON to REST

What do people get for all the toil and anxious
strivings with which they labour under the sun?

Ecclesiastes 2:22.

If you want to live longer, take a holiday!
Forty years after a study of middle aged, male executives who all had a risk of heart

disease, researchers in Helsinki, Finland, followed up their study participants. They
discovered something they hadn’t been looking for in their in their original findings.

The death rate was lower among those who had taken time off for a holiday.
Work is a necessary part of life, a part God appointed to us even before our

relationship with Him was fractured. In Genesis 3. Solomon wrote of the seeming
meaninglessness of work experienced by those not working for God’s honour - recognising
its “anxious striving” and “grief and pain” (Ecclesiastes 2:22-23). Even when they are not
actively working, he says their “minds do not rest” because they’re thinking about what
still needs to be done (V 23).

We too might at times feel like we’re “chasing after the wind” (V 17) and grow
frustrated by our inability to “finish” our work. But when we remember that God is part of
our labour - our purpose - we can both work hard and take time to rest.

We can trust Him to be our Provider, for He’s the giver of all things.
Solomon acknowledges the “without him, who can eat or find enjoyment?” (V 25).

Perhaps by reminding ourselves of that truth, we can work diligently for Him
(Colossians 3:23) and also allow ourselves times of rest.

© Our Daily Bread

An old lady complained at a police station to the sergeant that when she
looked out of her bedroom window each morning she could see a man at a window
nearby without any clothes on and it should be stopped.

The sergeant asked what time she got up and would send a constable to her
home the following morning to identify the culprit.

The next morning a constable went to the ladies home and went up to her
bedroom, looked out of the window and said, “I cannot see a man at any window.”

The old lady replied “You are doing it all wrong. Take that ladder in the corner
by the window and lean it against the clothes cupboard. Lay on top of the cupboard
with your head out of the window and if you stretch you can see over the wall
opposite and then you will see him.”
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A BIT OF YORKSHIRE WIT
Alf went to the stone mason to commission a grave stone for Edith, his recently
departed wife. As his wife was very devout, he told the stonemason to inscribe

‘She was Thine’.
Later, Alf went to inspect the work and the inscription read

‘She was thin’.
He complained to the stonemason that he had missed off the ‘e’.

A few days later he went back to see it had been corrected and found it now read,
‘E She was thin’.

______________________________

Yorkshire folk have a reputation for being Careful with Money

Poor old Bert was on his death bed with his family around him.
He calls to his wife ‘Are you there, Elsie’.
She answers ‘Yes, I am here’.
Bert then asks ‘Are the Lads here?’.
Ethel replies, ‘Yes, they are here’.
Bert then says, ‘If they are all here, why are the lights on downstairs?’.

______________________________

The Yorkshire cricket captain sank to his knees before a Roses game and prayed,
‘Lord, if thou wants Lancashire to win, they will do.

And if thee wants Yorkshire to win, we will.
But if thee can keep out of the way for the next three days, we’ll knock the

stuffing out of ‘em.’


